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A wild story of dread and horror in the remotest part of Colorado, 'Stalked!' is full of adventure and

tension. Brad Morris relates this terrifying tale of an encounter with a Bigfoot at 14,000 feet in the

Colorado Rockies, where he finds something that will change his life forever. But this discovery also

results in something strange stalking him, and Brad soon finds himself not only fighting his fears and

an early high-altitude snowstorm, but also a strange creature whose intentions are unknown.
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The scenery was so well written about that I felt like I was there enjoying the beauty. Not saying I

don't believe but it is a very incredible story. Been fooled before but if it's true I envy you. (About

certain parts) If not, I enjoyed it all the same. Only you and the creator know the truth.

When I saw the Intro by Rusty Wilson, I had to read this book. I thank the author for sharing his

story. His love of the outdoors and beauty of the Colorado mountains shines in this tale. It really is

an encounter story that is still eerie. It is also an excellent example of why you should never go



hiking or climbing alone. A great story. Spoiler alerts: Details mentioned you may wish to read later.

The horror here is what can go wrong when climbing alone, not to mention a creature following you.

The author doesn't mention a great deal about the dreams he experienced afterwards. He actually

had two encounters that both traumatized him. I believe he had a temporary psychic link. If you

have read any of Rusty Wilson's Bigfoot Campfire story books (I highly recommend them, they are

wonderful stories like this one of real life encounters), the behavior of the Bigfoot in this story is

similar to others in some of the tales, particularly those whose lives were saved by them. He is

fortunate that his encounter was a benevolent one, many people do go missing that are never

found. One tale I remember recalls a marketing team on a hike that unknowingly recorded a lost

hiker's last sighting after being stalked by a Bigfoot that the two marketing members saw. The

author also doesn't extrapolate on how he was found. In a place that vast how would a couple find

him hidden deep in a cave when he was too weak to call out loudly. He was fortunate to have a

sympathetic Squatch looking out for him.

I finally came to the point that it is not my job to judge the story as fiction or not. It was well written,

so well written that I wondered if the normal every day hiker could articulate so well, until I realized

Brad Morris is a school teacher. Well - there you have it! Well written! Believable, yes! I just know I

enjoyed the story. Thank you Brad

4.5 stars. A solitary hiker finds a bone that may have been from a Sasquatch's ancestor. The

Sasquatch follows him to apparently reclaim the heirloom. Their is a climax but I'm not giving away

any plot spoilers. The story was fast-paced and suspenseful. Surprisingly little meat about the

stalker so not much for Bigfoot experts to critique. Plausible? Somewhat.

Awesome Book. Well written. I actually couldn't put this one down, and I don't get that with most

books.I highly recommend this for anyone interested in Bigfoot.

Morris tells a great story of nature's fury, but also its benevolence. Whether you believe or not, this a

great adventure tale.

Exciting story, it was hard to put down. I enjoyed it. Rusty gave it 5 stars!

Wow. This book was so long-winded. I had a very difficult time staying focused. There is tons of



detail about hiking and planning a hike and the author basically describes every second of his hiking

adventure. From what he was thinking, to what was happening around him, it is all there. I don't

have a lot of interest in this type of information, but I wanted to get to the good stuff so I kept

reading.Parts of his actual encounter seemed completely far-fetched but some parts were

believable. He talks a lot about being close to death because of the cold and some other

circumstances he found himself in. If that is an accurate description of how run-down and ill he was,

then I wonder if his mind exaggerated or even made up a lot of the memories from his hiking trip. I

don't think that if he was really that close to death and in that bad of a mindset that he would even

be able to accurately know what was happening around him. Basically, I think the author could be

telling the truth of what he remembers and not intentionally be making this story up, but that doesn't

necessarily mean the situation played out in just the way he describes. The mind can play tricks on

us, especially when pushed to its limits.Overall, there was way too much description and

background information for me, but the author does write well and I didn't notice many errors that

are usually rampant in many of the books that are self-published or from smaller publishing

companies. It wasn't a favorite for me, but an interesting perspective nonetheless.
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